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$p$-Orbits and $L$-orbits –
Kazuhiko Ushio (Kinki University)
1. Introduction
Let $K_{n}$ denote the complete grap$h$ of $n$ vertices. The complete multi-graph $\lambda K_{n}$ is the complete
graph $K_{n}$ in which every edge is taken $\lambda$ times. Let $C_{6}$ be the 6-cyde (or the cyde on 6 vertices).
The $C_{6}$ -bowtie is a graph of 2 edge-disjoint $C_{6}’ s$ with a common vertex and the common vertex
is called the center of the $C_{6}$ -bowtie.
When $\lambda K_{n}$ is decomposed into edge-disjoint sum of $C_{6}$-bowties, we say that $\lambda K_{\mathfrak{n}}$ has a $C_{6}$ -bowtie
decomposition. Moreover, when every vertex of $\lambda K_{n}$ appears in the same number of $C_{6}$-bowties,
we say that $\lambda K_{n}$ has a balanced $C_{6}$ -bowtie decomposition and this number is called the replication
number. This balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $\lambda K_{n}$ is called a balanced $C_{6}$ -bowtie design.
In this paper, it is shown that the necessary condition for the existence of a balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie
decomposition of $\lambda K_{n}$ is $\lambda(n-1)\equiv 0(mod 24)$ and $n\geq 11$ . Sufficient conditions and decompo-
sition algorithms are also given.
It is a well-known result that $K_{n}$ has a $C_{3}$ decomposition if and only if $n\equiv 1$ or 3 $(mod 6)$ . This
decomposition is known as a Steiner tmPle system. See Colbourn and Rosa[2] and Wallis[15].
Hor\’ak and Rosa[3] proved that $K_{n}$ has a $C_{3}$-bowtie decomposition if and only if $n\equiv 1$ or 9 (mod
12). This decomposition is known as a C3-bowtie system.
For combinatorial designs, see [1,4,5,15]. Another type of foil-decompositions, see [6-14].
2. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $\lambda K_{n}$
Notation. We consider the vertex set $V$ of $\lambda K_{\mathfrak{n}}$ as $V=\{1,2, \ldots,n\}$ . We denote a $C_{6}$-bowtie
passing through 1-2-3-4-5-6-1, 1-7-8-9-10-11-1 by $\{(1,2,3,4,5,6), (1,7,8,9,10,11)\}$ .
In the folowings, the vertex additions $i+x$ are taken modulo $n$ with residues 1, 2, ..., $n$ .
Theorem 1. If $\lambda K_{n}$ has a balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition, then $\lambda(n-1)\equiv 0(mod 24)$ and
$n\geq 11$ .
Proof. Suppose that $\lambda K_{n}$ has a balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition. Let $b$ be the number of
$C_{6}$-bowties and $r$ be the replication number. Then $b=\lambda n(n-1)/24$ and $r=11\lambda(n-1)/24$ .
Among $rC_{6}$-bowties having a vertex $v$ of $\lambda K_{n}$ , let $r_{1}$ and $r_{2}$ be the numbers of $C_{6}$-bowties in
which $v$ is the center and $v$ is not the center, respectively. Then $r_{1}+r_{2}=r$ . Counting the
number of vertices adjacent to $v,$ $4r_{1}+2r_{2}=\lambda(n-1)$ . IFMrom these relatioms, $r_{1}=\lambda(n-1)/24$
and $r_{2}=10\lambda(n-1)/24$. Thus, $\lambda(n-1)\equiv 0(mod 24)$ . Since a $C_{6}$-bowtie is a subgraph of $\lambda K_{n}$ ,
$n\geq 11$ .
Note. The condition $\lambda(n-1)\equiv 0(mod 24)$ and $n\geq 11$ in Theorem 1 can be classified as follows:
(i) $\lambda\geq 1$ and $n\equiv 1(mod 24),$ $n\geq 25$ ,
(ii) $\lambda\equiv 0(mod 2)$ and $n\equiv 1(mod 12),$ $n\geq 13$ ,
(iii) $\lambda\equiv 0(mod 3)$ and $n\equiv 1(mod 8),$ $n\geq 17$ ,
(iv) $\lambda\equiv 0(mod 4)$ and $n\equiv 1(mod 6),$ $n\geq 13$ ,
(v) $\lambda\equiv 0(mod \bm{6})$ and $n\equiv 1(mod 4),$ $n\geq 13$ ,
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(vi) $\lambda\equiv 0(mod 8)$ and $n\equiv 1(mod 3),$ $n\geq 13$ ,
(vii) $\lambda\equiv 0(mod 12)$ and $n\equiv 1(mod 2),$ $n\geq 11$ , and
(viii) $\lambda\equiv 0(mod 24)$ and $n\geq 11$ .
Theorem 2. If $\lambda K_{n}$ has a balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition, then $(s\lambda)K_{n}$ has a balanced $C_{6}-$
bowtie decomposition for every $s$ .
Deflnition. The $C_{6}- t$-foil is a graph of $t$ edge-disjoint $C_{6}’ s$ with a common vertex and the $C_{6}$ -t-
foiloid is a multi-graph of $tC_{6}’ s$ with a common vertex.
For example, $\{(1,2,3,4,5,6), (1,7,8,9,10,11), (1,12,13,14,15,16), (1,17,18,19,20,21)\}$ is a $C_{6}-$
4-foil. $\{(1,2,3,4,5,6), (1,7,8,9,10,11), (1,2,3,5,7,8), (1,6,8,10,12,18)\}$ is a $C_{6}- 4$-foiloid.
Theorem 3. When $\lambda\geq 1,$ $n\equiv 1(mod 24)$ , and $n\geq 25,$ $\lambda K_{n}$ has a balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie
decomposition.
Example 3.1. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $K_{25}$ .
$\{(i,i+1,i+6,i+19, i+10,i+3), (i, i+2,i+8,i+22,i+12,i+4)\}(i=1,2, \ldots,25)$.
Example 3.2. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $K_{49}$ .
$\{(i,i+1,i+10,i+35,i+18,i+5), (i, i+2,i+12,i+38,i+20,i+6)\}$,
$\{(i, i+3, i+14, i+41,i+22, i+7), (i, i+4,i+16,i+44,i+24,i+8)\}(i=1,2, \ldots,49)$ .
Example 3.3. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $K_{73}$ .
$\{(i, i+1,i+14,i+51,i+26,i+7), (i, i+2,i+16, i+54,i+28,i+8)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+3, i+18,i+57,i+30,i+9), (i, i+4,i+20,i+60,i+32,i+10)\}$,
$\{(i,i+5, i+22,i+63,i+34,i+11), (i,i+6,i+24,i+66,i+36, i+12)\}(i=1,2, \ldots,73)$ .
Theorem 4. When $\lambda\equiv 0(mod 2),$ $n\equiv 1(mod 12)$ , and $n\geq 13,$ $\lambda K_{n}$ has a balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie
decomposition.
Example 4.1. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowt$ie$ decomposition of $2K_{13}$ .
$\{(i,i+1,i+9,i+5,i+4,i+8), (i,i+2,i+12,i+10,i+3,i+6)\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 13)$ .
Example 4.2. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $2K_{25}$ .
$\{(i,i+1, i+10, i+2,i+18,i+17), (i, i+4,i+16,i+11,i+24,i+20)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+2, i+12, i+5,i+20, i+18), (i,i+3,i+14,i+8,i+22,i+19)\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 25)$ .
Example 4.3. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $2K_{37}$ .
$\{(i, i+1, i+14,i+2,i+2\bm{6},i+25), (i,i+6,i+24,i+17,i+36, i+30)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+2,i+16, i+5,i+28,i+26), (i,i+3,i+18,i+8,i+30,i+27)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+4,i+20,i+11,i+32,i+28), (i,i+5,i+22,i+14,i+34, i+29)\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 37)$.
Theorem 5. When $\lambda\equiv 0(mod 3)$ , $n\equiv 1(mod 8)$ , and $n\geq 17,$ $\lambda K_{n}$ has a balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie
decomposition.
Example 5.1. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $3K_{17}$ .
$\{(i,i+1,i+6,i+11,i+10,i+3), (i,i+2,i+8,i+16,i+12,i+4)\}$,
$\{(i,i+1, i+6,i+13,i+10,i+3), (i,i+2,i+8,i+14,i+12,i+4)\}$ ($i=1,2,$ $\ldots$ , L7).
Example 5.2. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $3K_{25}$ .
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$\{(i, i+1, i+8,i+15, i+14, i+4), (i, i+2, i+10, i+19, i+16,i+5)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+3, i+12,i+23, i+18,i+6), (i, i+1,i+8,i+16,i+14,i+4)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+2, i+10, i+20,i+16,i+5), (i, i+3, i+12,i+24,i+18,i+6)\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 25)$ .
Example 5.3. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $3K_{33}$ .
$\{(i, i+1, i+10, i+19,i+18, i+5), (i, i+4, i+16, i+32, i+24, i+8)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+2, i+12, i+23, i+20, i+6), (i, i+3, i+14, i+27, i+22, i+7)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+4, i+16, i+31,i+24,i+8), (i, i+1, i+10, i+20, i\dotplus 18, i+5)\}$,
$\{(i, i+2, i+12, i+24,i+20, i+6), (i, i+3, i+14, i+28, i+22, i+7)\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 33)$ .
Theorem 6. When $\lambda\equiv 0(mod 4)$ , $n\equiv 1(mod \bm{6})$ , and $n\geq 13,$ $\lambda K_{n}$ has a balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie
decomposition.
Example 6.1. Balanced$\cdot$ $C_{6}$-bowt$ie$ decomposition of $4K_{19}$ .
$\{(i, i+7,i+17, i+1,i+14,i+13), (i,i+8,i+3,i+5,i+6,i+4)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+9, i+2,i+18,i+10,i+15), (i, i+7,i+17,i+1,i+14,i+13)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+8, i+3,i+5,i+6,i+4), (i,i+9,i+2,i+18, i+10,i+1\bm{5})\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 19)$ .
Example 6.2. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $4K_{31}$ .




$\{(i,i+4,i+18,i+11,i+28,i+24), (i,i+5,i+20,i+14, i+30,i+25)\}(i=1,2, \ldots,31)$ .
Example 6.3. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $4K_{43}$ .
$\{(i,i+1,i+16,i+2,i+30,i+29), (i, i+6,i+26,i+17,i+40,i+34)\}$,
$\{(i,i+2,i+18, i+5,i+32,i+30), (i,i+3,i+20,i+8,i+34,i+\bm{3}1)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+4, i+22,i+11,i+36,i+32), (i,i+5,i+24,i+14,i+38, i+33)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+7, i+28,i+20,i+42,i+35), (i,i+1,i+16,i+2,i+30,i+29)\}$,
$\{(i, i+2, i+18, i+5,i+32, i+30), (i, i+3, i+20, i+8,i+34,i+31)\}$,
$\{(i, i+4,i+22,i+11,i+36,i+32), (i,i+5,i+24,i+14,i+38, i+33)\}$,
$\{(i,i+6, i+26,i+17,i+40,i+34), (i,i+7,i+28,i+20,i+42, i+35)\}(i=1,2, \ldots,43)$.
Theorem 7. When $\lambda\equiv 0(mod 6)$ , $n\equiv 1(mod 4)$ , and $n\geq 13,$ $\lambda K_{n}$ has a balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie
decomposition.
Example 7.1. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $6K_{21}$ .




$\{(i,i+7, i+14,i+6,i+13,i+17), (i,i+8,i+1\bm{6},i+10,i+15,i+18)\}(i=1,2, \ldots,21)$ .
Example 7.2. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $6K_{29}$ .
$\{(i,i+1, i+2,i+3,i+17,i+15), (i,i+14,i+12,i+26,i+27,i+28)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+2,i+4,i+7,i+3,i+1\bm{6}), (i,i+13, i+26,i+22,i+25, i+27)\}$,




$\{(i, i+7, i+14,i+27,i+13, i+21), (i, i+8, i+16, i+2,i+15,i+22)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+9, i+18,i+6,i+17,i+23), (i,i+10,i+20,i+25,i+15,i+24)\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 29)$ .
Example 7.3. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of 6$K_{46}$ .
$\{(i,i+1,i+2,i+3,i+25,i+23), (i,i+22,i+20, i+42,i+43,i+44)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+2,i+4,i+7,i+3, i+24), (i, i+21,i+42,i+38,i+41, i+43)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+3,i+6,i+11,i+5,i+25), (i,i+20,i+40,i+34,i+39,i+42)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+4,\dot{l}+8,i+15,i+7,i+26), (i,i+19,i+38,i+30,i+37,i+41)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+5, i+10,i+19,i+9, i+27), (i, i+18,i+36,i+26,i+35,i+40)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+6, i+12,i+23,i+11, i+28), (i,i+17,i+34,i+22,i+33,i+39)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+7,i+14,i+27,i+13,i+29), (i,i+8,i+16,i+31,i+15,i+30)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+9,i+18, i+35,i+17,i+31), (i,i+14,i+28, i+10,i+27,i+36)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+10,i+20,i+39,i+19,i+32), (i, i+13,i+26,i+6,i+25,i+35)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+11,i+22,i+43,i+21,i+33), (i,i+12,i+24,i+2,i+23,i+34)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+15,i+30,i+14,i+29,i+37), (i,i+16,i+32,i+18,i+31,i+38)\}(i=1,2, \ldots,45)$ .
Theorem 8. When $\lambda\equiv 0(mod 8)$ , $n\equiv 1(mod 3)$ , and $n\geq 13,$ $\lambda K_{n}$ has a balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie
decomposition.
Example 8.1. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $8K_{16}$ .
$\{(i, i+1,i+12,i+2, i+7,i+6), (i,i+3,i+11,i+8,i+5,i+13)\}$,
$\{(i,i+12,i+14,i+5,i+3, i+7), (i,i+4, i+2, i+11, i+13,i+9)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+5,i+4,i+14,i+15,i+10), (i,i+1,i+12,i+2,i+7,i+6)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+12,i+14,i+2,i+9,i+7), (i,i+3,i+11,i+8, i+5,i+13)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+14,i+2,i+4,i+13,i+9), (i,i+1, i+6,i+5,i+15,i+10)\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 16)$ .
Example 8.2. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $8K_{22}$ .
$\{(i, i+1,i+16,i+2,i+9,i+8), (i, i+7,i+6,i+20,i+21,i+14)\}$,
$\{(i, i+3, i+20,i+8, i+13, i+10), (i,i+4, i+15, i+11,i+7,i+18)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+5, i+2,i+14,i+17, i+12), (i,i+3, i+20, i+8,i+13, i+10)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+7,i+6,i+20,i+21,i+14), (i, i+1,i+16, i+2,i+9,i+8)\}$,
$\{(i, i+2, i+18,i+5, i+11, i+9), (i,i+6, i+4, i+17, i+19,\dot{l}+13)\}$,
$\{(i,i+4,\dot{j}+15,i+11,i+7,i+18), (i,i+5,i+2,i+14,i+17,i+12)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+6,i+4,i+17,i+19,i+13), (i,i+2,i+18, i+5,i+11,i+9)\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 22)$ .
Example 8.3. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $8K_{28}$ .
$\{(i,i+1,i+20,i+2, i+11,i+10), (i, ;i+9,i+8,i+26,i+27,i+18)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+3,i+24, i+8, i+15, i+12), (i,i+4,i+26,i+11,i+17,i+13)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+5, i+19,i+14,i+9, i+23), (i, i+6,i+2,i+17,i+21, i+15)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+7, i+4,i+20,i+23,i+16), (i, i+3,i+24, i+8,i+15, i+12)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+9,i+8,i+26,i+27,i+18), (i,i+1,i+20,i+2,i+11,i+10)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+2,i+22, i+5,i+13,i+11), (i,i+8,i+\bm{6},i+23,i+25,i+17)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+4,i+26,i+11,i+17,i+13), (i,i+5,i+19,i+14,i+9,i+23)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+6,i+2,i+17,i+21,i+15), (i,i+7,i+4,i+20,i+23, i+16)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+8,i+6,i+23,i+25,i+17), (i,i+2,i+22,i+5,i+13,i+11)\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 28)$ .
Theorem 9. When $\lambda\equiv 0(mod 12)$ $n\equiv 1(mod 2)$ , and $n\geq 11,$ $\lambda K_{n}$ has a balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie
decomposition.
Example 0.1.p. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $12K_{11}$ .
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p-orbit : 124851097361 $(L=11, g=2)$
$\{(i, i+1, i+2,i+4,i+8,i+5), (i,i+10,i+9, i+7, i+3, i+6)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+2, i+4,i+8,i+5, i+10), (i, i+9,i+7,i+3, i+6, i+1)\}$,
$\{(i, i+3, i+6, i+1,i+2, i+4), (i, i+8, i+5,i+10, i+9,i+7)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+4,i+8,i+5,i+10,i+9), (i, i+7,i+3,i+6, i+1,i+2)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+5, i+10, i+9, i+7,i+3), (i,i+6,i+1,i+2, i+4,i+8)\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 11)$ .
Example 9.$2.L$ . Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $12K_{15}$ .
L-orbit : 129410731 $(L=8)$
L-orbit : 581214136115 $(L=8)$
$\{(i, i+1, i+2,i+9,i+4, i+10), (i, i+14, i+13,i+6, i+11,i+5)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+2,i+9, i+4,i+10,i+7), (i, i+13, i+6,i+11, i+5, i+8)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+3, i+1,i+2,i+9, i+4), (i,i+12,i+14,i+13, i+6, i+11)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+4, i+10, i+7, i+3, i+1), (i, i+11, i+5, i+8, i+12, i+14)\}$,
$\{(i,i+5,i+8,i+12,i+14,i+13), (i, i+10,i+7,i+3,i+1,i+2)\}$,
$\{(i,i+6,i+11,i+5,i+8,i+12), (i,i+9,i+4,i+10,i+7,i+3)\}$,
$\{(i,i+7,i+3,i+1,i+2,i+9), (i,i+8, i+12,i+14,i+13,i+6)\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 15)$ .
Example 9.$3.p$. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $12K_{23}$ .
p-orbit : 152104208171611922182113193156712141 $(L=23,g=5)$
$\{(i,i+1,i+5,i+2,i+10,i+4), (i,i+22,i+18,i+21,i+13,i+19)\}$ ,




$\{(i,i+6,i+7,i+12, i+14, i+1), (i,i+17,i+16, i+11,i+9,i+22)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+7,i+12, i+14,i+1, i+5), (i, i+16, i+11,i+9,i+22,i+18)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+8,i+17,i+16,i+11,i+9), (i, i+15,i+6, i+7,i+12,i+14)\}$,
$\{(i,i+9,i+22,i+18,i+21,i+13), (i,i+14,i+1,i+5,i+2,i+10)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+10,i+4,i+20,i+8, i+17), (i,i+13,i+19,i+3,i+15,i+6)\}$,
$\{(i, i+11,i+9,i+22,i+18,i+21), (i,i+12,i+14,i+1,i+5,i+2)\}(i=1,2, \ldots,23)$ .
Example 9.3. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $12K_{23}$ .
$\{(i,i+2,i+1,i+12, i+11, i+22), (i,i+10,i+5,i+9,i+4,i+8)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+4,i+2,i+3,i+1,i+22), (i,i+16, i+8, i+15,i+7, i+14)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+6,i+3,i+5,i+2,i+4), (i,i+18,i+9,i+17,i+8,i+16)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+8,i+4,i+7,i+3,i+6), (i,i+20,i+10, i+19,i+9, i+18)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+10,i+5,i+9, i+4,i+8), (i,i+2,i+1,i+12,i+11, i+22)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+12,i+6,i+11,i+5, i+10), (i,i+4,i+2,i+3,i+1, i+22)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+14,i+7, i+13,i+6, i+12), (i,i+22,i+11,i+21,i+10, i+20)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+16,i+8, i+15,i+7,i+14), (i,i+6,i+3,i+5,i+2, i+4)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+18,i+9,i+17,i+8,i+16), (i,i+12,i+6,i+11,i+5,i+10)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+20,i+10,i+19,i+9,i+18), (i,i+8,i+4,i+7,i+3,i+6)\}$ ,
$\{(\dot{j}i+22,i+11,i+21,i+10,i+20), (i,i+14,i+7,i+13,i+6,i+12)\}(i=1,2, \ldots,23)$ .
Co$|\dot{u}ecture10$ . When $\lambda\equiv 0(mod 24)$ and $n\geq 11,$ $\lambda K_{n}$ has a balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposi-
tion.
Example 10. $1.LA$ Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $24K_{12}$ .
L-orbit : 17810296531141 $(L=12)$
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$\{(i, i+1, i+7,i+8,i+10, i+2), (i, i+9, i+6,i+5, i+3,i+11)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+2, i+9,i+6,i+5, i+3), (i,i+11, i+4, i+1, i+7, i+8)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+3, i+11, i+4, i+1, i+7), (i, i+8, i+10, i+2,i+9,i+6)\}$,
$\{(i, i+4, i+1, i+7,i+8, i+10), (i, i+2,i+9, i+6,i+\bm{5},i+3)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+5, i+3, i+11, i+4, i+1), (i,i+7,i+8,i+10, i+2,i+9)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+6, i+5,i+3,i+11, i+4), (i, i+1,i+7,i+8, i+10,i+2)\}$,
$\{(i,i+7,i+8,i+10,i+2,i+.9), (i,i+6,i+5,i+3, i+11,i+4)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+8,i+10,i+2,i+9,i+6), (i, i+5,i+3,i+11,i+4,i+1)\}$ ,
$\{(i, 6+9, i+6,i+5,i+3, i+11), (i,i+4, i+1,i+7,i+8,i+10)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+10,i+2,i+9,i+6,i+5), (i,i+3,i+11, i+4, i+1,i+7)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+11,i+4,i+1,i+7,i+8), (i, i+10,i+2,i+9,i+6,i+5)\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 12)$.









$\{(i,i+8,i+4,i+1,i+7,i+2), (i,i+3, i+5,i+9,i+6,i+11)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+9,i+6,i+11,i+10,i+8), (i,i+4,i+1,i+7,i+2,i+3)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+10,i+8,i+4,i+1, i+7), (i, i+2, i+3,i+5,i+9,i+\bm{6})\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+11,i+10,i+8,i+4,i+1), (i,i+7,i+2,i+3,i+5,i+9)\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 12)$ .
Example 10.2. Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $24K_{14}$ .
$\{(i,i+1,i+8,i+2,i+10,i+6), (i,i+4,i+7,i+13,i+5,i+9)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+2,i+10, i+6,i+4,i+7), (i,i+13,i+5, i+9,i+11,i+1)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+5,i+2,i+3,i+12,i+10), (i,i+7,i+6, i+11, i+1,i+8)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+8, i+9,i+4,i+7,i+13), (i,i+12, i+14,i+5, i+2,i+3)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+9,i+1l,i+1,i+8,i+2), (i,i+12,i+10,i+13,i+4,i+3)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+10,i+13,i+12,i+3,i+5), (i,i+11,i+1,i+8,i+9,i+4)\}$,
$\{(i,i+1,i+8,i+9,i+4,i+7), (i,i+2, i+3,i+12,i+10,i+13)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+3,i+5,i+2,i+11,i+12), (i,i+10,i+8,i+4, i+7,i+6)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+4,i+7,i+6,i+11,i+1), (i, i+13,i+12,i+3,i+5, i+2)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+7,i+13,i+5, i+9,i+11), (i,i+8,i+2, i+10, i+6,i+2)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+9,i+4,i+7,i+13,i+5), (i,i+11,i+1,i+8,i+2,i+10)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+3,i+1,i+10,i+13,i+12), (i,i+6,i+11,i+4,i+8,i+9)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+6,i+4,i+7,i+12,i+11), (i,i+5,i+9, i+13,i+1,i+8)\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 14)$.
Example 10.$3.LA$ Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $24K_{20}$ .
L-orbit: 11112141861 $(L=7)$
L-orbit: 213162 $(L=4)$
L-orbit : 31510973 $(L=6)$
L-orbit: 4174 $(L=3)$
L-orbit : 51985 $(L=4)$
$\{(i,i+1,i+11,i+12,i+14,i+18), (i,i+3,i+15,i+10, i+9,i+7)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+2,i+5,i+16,i+7,i+13), (i,i+\bm{6},i+1,i+11,i+12,i+14)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+3,i+15,i+10,i+9,i+7), (i,i+1, i+11,i+12,i+14, i+18)\}$ ,
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$\{(i, i+7, i+11, i+4, i+17, i+13), (i, i+19, i+16, i+5, i+14, i+8)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+5, i+14, i+8,i+2, i+19), (i,i+7, i+3, i+15, i+10,i+9)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+6, i+1, i+11, i+12, i+14), (i, i+2, i+5,i+16, i+7, i+13)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+7, i+3, i+15, i+10, i+9), (i, i+5, i+14, i+8, i+2, i+19)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+8, i+2, i+19,i+16, i+5), (i, i+18, i+6, i+1, i+11,i+12)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+9, i+7, i+3,i+15, i+10), (i, i+8, i+2, i+19, i+16, i+5)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+10, i+9,i+7,i+3,i+15), (i, i+12,i+14,i+18,i+6, i+1)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+11, i+12, i+14, i+18, i+6), (i,i+15, i+10, i+9,i+7, i+3)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+12, i+14,i+18, i+\bm{6},i+1), (i, i+10, i+9, i+7,i+3,i+15)\}$,
$\{(i, i+13,i+19,i+2,i+5, i+16), (i, i+17,i+4, i+11, i+14,i+7)\}$,
$\{(i, i+14, i+18,i+6,i+1, i+11), (i,i+9,i+7, i+3, i+15,i+10)\}$,
$\{(i, i+15,i+10,i+9,i+7,i+3), (i,i+11,i+12,i+14,i+18,i+6)\}$,
$\{(i,i+1\bm{6},i+7, i+13,i+19,i+2), (i, i+14, i+18,i+6,i+1, i+11)\}$,
$\{(i, i+17, i+4,i+11,\dot{\iota}+14,i+7), (i, i+13, i+19,i+2,i+5,i+1\bm{6})\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+18, i+6, i+1,i+11, i+12), (i,i+16, i+7,i+13,i+19, i+2)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+19,i+1\bm{6},i+5,i+14,i+8), (i,i+7, i+11, i+4, i+17, i+13)\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 20)$ .
Example 10.$3.LB$ Balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition of $24K_{20}$ .
L-orbit: 111235917148151019181612471361 $(L=20)$
$\{(i, i+1, i+11, i+2,i+3,i+5), (i, i+9, i+17,i+14, i+8, i+15)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+2, i+3, i+5,i+9, i+17), (i, i+14,i+8, i+15, i+10,i+19)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+3, i+5, i+9,i+17, i+14), (i,i+8, i+15,i+10,i+19, i+18)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+4, i+7,i+13,i+6, i+1), (i, i+11, i+2,i+3,i+5,i+9)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+5, i+9, i+17,i+14, i+8), (i,i+15, i+10, i+19, i+18,i+16)\}$,
$\{(i, i+\bm{6},i+1,i+11,i+2, i+3), (i, i+5, i+9,i+17,i+14,i+8)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+7, i+13, i+6,i+1,i+11), (i,i+2,i+3,i+5,i+9,i+17)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+8, i+15,i+10,i+19,i+18), (i,i+16, i+12, i+4,i+7,i+13)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+9, i+17, i+14,i+8,i+15), (i,i+10,i+19,i+18,i+1\bm{6}, i+12)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+10,i+19,i+18, i+16, i+12), (i, i+4, i+7,i+13,i+6,i+1)\}$,
$\{(i, i+11,i+2,i+3,i+5, i+9), (i, i+17, i+14, i+8,i+15,i+10)\}$,
$\{(i,i+12,i+4, i+7,i+13, i+6), (i,i+1, i+11,i+2, i+3, i+5)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+13,i+6, i+1,i+11, i+2), (i,i+3, i+5, i+9,i+17, i+14)\}$ ,
$\{(i,i+14, i+8,i+15,i+10,i+19), (i, i+18,i+16,i+12,i+4, i+7)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+15, i+10,i+19, i+18, i+16), (i, i+12, i+4, i+7,i+13, i+6)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+16,i+12,i+4,i+7, i+13), (i, i+6, i+1,i+11,i+2,i+3)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+17,i+14,i+8,i+15,i+10), (i, i+19,i+18,i+1\bm{6},i+12, i+4)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+18, i+16, i+12, i+4,i+7), (i, i+13, i+6, i+1, i+11, i+2)\}$ ,
$\{(i, i+19,i+18, i+1\bm{6}, i+12,i+4), (i, i+7,i+13,i+6,\dot{t}+1, i+11)\}(i=1,2, \ldots, 20)$ .
Main $Co_{\dot{\mathfrak{U}}}ecture$ . $\lambda K_{\mathfrak{n}}$ has a balanced $C_{6}$-bowtie decomposition if and only if $\lambda(n-1)\cong 0$
$(mod 24)$ and $n\geq 11$ .
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